Welcome to my first Newsletter in 2019! The weather in England can never really be trusted, but I want to, as the coming of
spring seems very tangible now, with longer days and warmer temperatures. Politically the temperatures seem to constantly
drop, but that is a different matter.

"346. A Journey While Staying As Still As Possible",
artwork by H. Kurzke

I would like to start with an update on "346. A Journey While
Staying As Still As Possible", my big project about my 7 week
long stay in hospital in 2011, pregnant with twins, first
expecting a later miscarriage then an early birth while having to
keep strict bedrest for six weeks. In Summer 2017 I finishd the
first copy (see image left) with the text and illustration in the
form of an Esther-scroll, together with a model of the hospital
room in a big box. A year later, in summer 2018 I finished
copies numbered 3-10, the same book format, but with a
different titel image and without a model. I hope to finish copy
number 2, a reading copy this summer - it has been in my
studio in a half-finished state for months. For this, as well as
other artwork mentioned here, please check my website for
more information. You'll find it in the section named artwork.

After this big project, it felt better to turn to one of a kind items rather than
editions. I started to work with papier mache as a new technique and finished
several pieces: Sailing, in Conversation, and Flight. And thus the last months a
good portion of my work consisted of learning new techniques and learning the
limitations and possibilities of this medium - the most exciting part of work for
me.
Just when the mess coming with the paper mache was starting to more seriously
impact on my other work, I had the good news that I can move in to a studio at
Backlit, a community of artists at the heart of Nottingham. I am looking forward
to showing you pictures of the new space in my next newsletter.

Detail of "Flight", artwork by H.
Kurzke

Of course a lot more
happened at Büchertiger Studio: messages in bottles, prints, asemic
works, teaching, writing... Maybe we could talk about that in person!
On the weekend of 18th/19th May I'll open once again my studio to
visitors as part of Open Notts.
Maybe I'll see you then!

